
Week commencing 11th May 2020 – Year 4 Home Learning 

Literacy Maths Topic PE Other 

Reading 
Reading for pleasure 
for 15 minutes at 
least 5x per week. 
 
Reading Task 1: 
Comprehension – 
Seeds and Weeds 
(This will link to 
topic). 
 
Reading Task 2: 
Vocabulary 
Questions. Use a 
dictionary if you are 
struggling. 
 
Reading Task 3:  
Design a new book 
cover for your home 
reading book and 
think of a new title 
that would fit. 
 
Writing 
LO – To learn how to 
write a diary entry. 
 
Think about the 
story ‘Journey’ and 
the world you wrote 
about last week.  
Here is the link: 

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v=
DRsmuveKWuk&t=
131s 
 
 
This week, you are 
going to write a diary 
entry from the 
perspective of the 
main character in 
the story.  
 
You will need to give 
her a name, as well 
as some of the other 
characters that we 
meet throughout. 
 
Firstly, use the 

Hit the Button: 
https://www.topmar
ks.co.uk/maths-
games/hit-the-
button (Great for 
number bonds & 
times tables) 
  
Practice times tables 
https://www.timesta
bles.co.uk/multiplica
tion-tables-check/ 
 
Practice mental 
maths and times 
tables using the 
games on the 
following link  
https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/tags/z63t
t39/year-4-and-p5-
lessons/1 
 
 
Mystery Maths – The 
Mystery of the 
Missing Sacks on 
Sports Day  
 
Solve the clues to 
work out who the 
culprit it. Each clue 
will help you rule out 
suspects from the 
table. 
IF YOU GET STUCK 
ON A CLUE – check 
your answers using 
the answer booklet 
at the end of the 
document! 
 
Main Task 
Use the White Rose 
Maths Daily 
Worksheets and 
videos on the topics 
of multiplying and 
dividing, area and 
perimeter. 
You can use the 
corresponding 

Science: living things 
This week we are 
launching a new 
science topic called 
‘A Pace for 
Everything’. 
We would like you to 
learn about living 
things and be able to 
answer the question 
- How do we know if 
something is alive? 
 
Use the PowerPoint 

to work out the odd 

one out and then it 

introduces MRS 

GREN. Each letter of 

this acronym can be 

used to help 

remember all the 

features of living 

organisms. 

MRS GREN is 

sometimes shown as 

MRS NERG. You can 

choose which you 

find easier to 

remember!  

Task 1 

Use MRS GREN to 

complete the 

worksheet explaining 

whether an 

elephant, iPhone, 

fire and a zombie are 

alive or not. 

Task 2 

Sunflowers are alive 

too. Explain how 

they carry out each 

of the 7 life 

processes. 

 

Task 3 

Create a poster 

(either on a laptop 

or on paper) to 

remember the MRS 

GREN acronym for 

9.00am - PE with Joe 
Wicks  
https://www.youtub
e.com/user/thebody
coach1/videos  
These videos will 
appear on his 
Youtube channel and 
be available to watch 
back any time or 
day. 
  
1.30pm - Dance with 
Darcey Bussell 
https://www.facebo
ok.com/diversedanc
eoswestry/  (This will 
be on Facebook Live) 
  
GoNoodle - great for 
fun PE exercises, 
breathing 
techniques, 
mindfulness etc. 
https://app.gonoodl
e.com/ 
 
KidzBop - Link to a 

video dance-a-long 

to some popular 

music. Active and 

easy to follow and 

master! 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=sHd

2s_saYsQ&t=151s 

 
CosmicKids - 
https://www.youtub
e.com/user/CosmicK
idsYoga 
Have a browse of the 
different themed 
yoga activities. 
 

Mindful Ideas 
 
Linked to last week’s 
writing task based on 
‘Journey’ by Aaron 
Becker. 
 
Imagine what you 
would see on the 
other side of the 
door. Use the 
keyhole template 
and draw what you 
would see if you 
looked through the 
keyhole of your 
door.  
 
Have a look at the 
pictures for 
examples. 
 
 
Write a letter to a 
friend or relative 
telling them about 
what you have been 
up to recently. 
 
Baking – Use online 
recipes to bake 
delicious treats or 
even help to make 
lunches and dinners! 
 
 
Music 
1.00pm - Music with 
Myleene Klass 
https://www.youtub
e.com/channel/UCQ
h2wgJ5tOrixYBn6jFX
sXQ  
These videos will 
appear on her 
Youtube channel and 
be available to watch 
back any time or 
day. 
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planning template to 
think about all the 
important 
information that 
needs to be included 
in a diary entry – USE 
THE DIARY ENTRY 
PPT TO REMIND YOU 
WHAT TO INCLUDE. 
 
Check out the 
examples that will 
show you what a 
good diary entry 
looks like. 
 
There are other 
resources too, such 
as vocabulary and 
fronted adverbial 
mats to help you 
make your writing 
exciting! 
 
Don’t forget to start 
with ‘Dear Diary’ 
when writing. 
 
Feel free to share 
any work you have 
done with your 
teachers. 
 
Short Writing Tasks 
Use the PowerPoint 
to select a mini 
writing task. 
 
Spelling 
To spell words with 
the suffix ous noting 
changes to word 
endings. 
Use the website to 
explain the rules 
when adding ous. 
https://www.spellzo
ne.com/unit29/page
4.cfm 
Complete the test at 
the bottom of the 
website page for 
revision. 
See the PowerPoint 
for revision of the 
rules. 

answers to check 
after completing.  
Follow this link to 
find the video 
lessons. 
 
https://whiterosema
ths.com/homelearni
ng/year-4/ 
SELECT WEEK 4 to 
find the relevant 
videos. 
 
BBC Bitesize – Feel 
free to use the link 
to check the range of 
resources, including 
maths lessons and 
games.  
https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/tags/z63t
t39/year-4-and-p5-
lessons/1 
 
Other 
10.00am - Maths 
with Carol 
Vorderman 
www.themathsfacto
r.com  

the 7 life processes. 

You can share these 

on Showbie. 

Here are some ideas: 
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Task – complete the 
missing words. 
 
Other 
11.00am - English 
with David Walliams 
https://www.worldo
fdavidwalliams.com/
elevenses/  

 

W/C 11.05.20 - Year 4 - Home Learning 

This week in English we will cover a range of skills including spelling, writing and reading. In maths we would 

like you to focus on multiplying and dividing problem solving, area and perimeter using the White Rose lessons 

and resources from week 4.  In topic, we are starting a new science topic called ‘A Place for Everything’ and we 

would like you to learn about the 7 life processes which every living organism can do. To remember these 

processes, we can use the acronym MRS GREN. 

How you structure your week at home is of course entirely up to you (parents). We appreciate that it is 

challenging to work from home with children and try to home school them at the same time, so please use 

your discretion as to when to deliver these activities.  

Please do not feel you have to print sheets off if there isn’t the need too. Use the worksheet on the screen for 

children to point/refer too. We have included a chart briefly explaining all the activities in the pack. These will 

provide further detail and instruction. 

We all hope you are as happy as can be and are learning to enjoy your time at home. We miss you all and look 

forward to when we can all be together again.   

Top Tip 

If you have an iPad (or other tablet) to use at home, then you can take a photo of a page and use ‘Markup’ or 

you can simply mark up the entire document itself. Remember to save your work, so you know where you got 

to.  

On android, this will look slightly different, but annotating pictures works in a similar way.  

Alternatively, you can print the document or write on a lined, squared or blank sheet of paper while viewing 

the sheet on a device/screen. 

Link that explains Markup: https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT206885 

Showbie 

These activities and resources will also be on Showbie for you to access. If you are finding it hard to logon, you 

can ‘sign up for free’ again and will just need to think of a new username and passcode. (Write this down so 

you don’t forget it including any capitals and lowercase letters). You don’t need to add an email. 

4F’s class code is AY5B9 

4W’s class code is JCPZU 
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